
Taking out the Trash
On Excavating Settlements in General, and Houses
of the Battle Axe Culture in Particular

Åsa M Larsson

Archaeological interpretation rests partly on theory and partly on material
rcmains, and changes in field methods can cause major changes in both
areas. Longhouses were virtually unknown on mainland Sweden until the
introduction of the excavator machine in the late 1970s. However, this
method is biased in that the cultural practice of some periods is favoured at
the expense of others. From the Battle Axe culture very few houses and
artcfacts have been found, and it has bcen suggested the sitcs were not true
settlements. This vicw is challenged by showing that taphonomic processes
and cultural practice combine to make this period di fficult to identify using
the standard field method. Paradoxical ly, some other periods have no more
remains and/or house structures than the Battle Axe period has, but they are
not subjected to the same debate. Comparison with Corded Ware sites in

Europe provides support for the argument that thc scarcity of Battle Axe
settlements is mainly due to taphonomic processes. Thc article calls for
Inore reflective field methods on all prehistoric settlelnents.
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In this article I will discuss the apparent problem with finding and identifying
settlements belonging to the Battle Axe culture (c. 2850—2350 BC). These diffi-
culties have led some researchers to speculate that the Battle Axe culture (BAC)
was only a ritual custom within a larger Neolithic society (e.g. , Carlsson 1998:
63f; Gill 2003: 182, 184, 192; Nordqvist 1997: 164'. However, in order to
challenge this view it is necessary to widen the discussion to include settlements
from other periods of Swedish prehistory. I hope to show that the apparent absence
of BAC settlements is partly due to the differential treatment archaeologists give
to remains from different periods, and partly due to taphonomic processes not
yet fully explored. Some important questions will be raised: What criteria do we
use when we interpret a site as a settlement, and are they based on arbitrary
models of human behaviour? Are our methods of excavation always optimal for
all kinds of remains, or are some structures and periods at a serious disadvantage?
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If so, can we adjust these methods in a way that may uncover new aspects of
prehistoric sites? And perhaps most important: are there really no settlements of
the Battle Axe culture?

PREHISTORIC HOUSES —A NOVELTY ITEM

"Up until the mid 1980s, prehistoric houses with a visible and clear structure

were a virtually unknown occurrence in archaeological excavations.
"

(Streiffert

2005:39, my transl. )
In archaeological excavations of the 21" century houses are a regular occurrence,

and in our textbooks the settlements of the Neolithic, Bronze Age, and Iron Age

are illustrated by increasingly large and imposing longhouses, alone or in a group.

It is easy, then, to forget that until the beginning of the 1980s very few houses

had been found at prehistoric sites in Sweden (Göthberg 1995; Göthberg et al.

1995; Säfvestad 1995). The only exceptions were a few houses on Gotland, Öland

and in Norrland, which had preserved wall embankments, and a few notable

publications where construction details could be presented (e.g. , Beskow-Sjöberg

1977; Hyenstrand 1973; Stjernquist 1969). At the most a few huts and pit-houses

were identified, or houses with poorly preserved construction details (Säfvestad

1995:13ff).There are also a few examples of houses excavated in the 1970s,
which were not published until the '80s (e.g. , Bennett 1985).

This had major consequences for the interpretation of prehistoric social

structures. For instance, in Scania pit-houses were practically the only formally

recognized house type of the Iron Age, which led to most settlements being

interpreted as seasonal market places (Säfvestad 1995:15).Archaeologists also

interpreted the Bronze Age society as consisting of largely mobile herders and

pastoralists with no permanent settlement, whose sites were identified by heaps

of fire-cracked stones. As late as 1984, Bronze Age settlements in Central Sweden

were described as approximately 50 m'- in size and containing little more than

these heaps of fire-cracked stones (Petré 1984). Just two years later the excavations

started at Apalle in Uppland which were to result in altogether 45 houses small

and large —from the Bronze Age (Ullén 2003). But by then the major shift in

excavation method and focus had already transformed the settlement archaeology

in Scania.
Archaeologists in Scania had postulated that there should have been longhouses

built in the Bronze and Iron Ages, based on finds made in Denmark where the

excavator machine, which could strip large surfaces for a better overview of the

features, had been introduced (Stjernquist 1969; Widholm 1984). However, in

Scania these houses were still almost completely absent, and second-hand evid-

ence had to be used to infer house building such as large clay pits that were

interpreted as having been dug to extract daub for walls (Widholm 1984:85). In

1979 large rescue excavations were initiated at Köpinge and Fosie IV, and for the

first time the excavator machines were put to use on a grand scale in Sweden. The
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result would be a virtual explosion of house structures. Longhouses from the

Neolithic to the late Iron Age, from 13 to 60m in size, were discovered and

identified, but apart from a few articles in the early 1980s the main publications

of the material did not appear until 1989 (the Late Neolithic) and 1993 (the Bronze

and Iron Ages) (Björhem k, Säfvestad 1989, 1993; Tesch 1993).
In the decade following Fosie and Köpinge, continued excavations at, for

instance, Ullevi (Linköping) in Östergötland and Apalle in Uppland would

irrevocably alter the way archaeologists perceived prehistoric society and settle-

ment (Karlenby 1994; Ullén 2003). The change was so extensive that today it is

almost forgotten how very different the situation was only a couple of decades

ago. That a change in field method could alter our understanding of prehistoric

society in such a profound way is a valuable lesson, and we must not fall into a

trap of complacency in the belief that we have now solved all problems associated

with excavations. The use of excavator machines is excellent —indispensable

even —when it comes to identifying large structures and patterns of features.
However, if it is not combined with hand-dug excavation of the topsoil very little

of the artefacts and material remains will be rescued. How little will be discussed

below.

A HOUSE OF THE BATTLE AXE CULTURE
It is indeed a fact that very few house structures have been convincingly interpreted

as belonging to the BAC, but as I will argue below this lack of houses is not a

problem solely for the Middle Neolithic B. For now I will present one of the more

convincing BAC houses. In 1993, a planned railway construction at Fågelbacken,
Hubbo Parish, Västmanland led to an extensive rescue excavation. The area had

consisted of cultivated fields up until recently, and pits dug in plough soil yielded

Battle Axe pottery in a restricted area. Since this is such a rare find, the archae-

ologists decided to expand the hand-dug trench at this spot. In total, 160 m'- were

dug by hand in a 1 m grid. The finds could then be compared to the postholes
found when the whole area was later stripped by machine. A two-aisled house

approximately 13 x 4 m was identified (fig. 1). The finds were clearly confined
within the house structure, to such an extent that in some of the excavated squares

the pottery was present in one half and virtually absent in the other (Hallgren
2000).

In total, 1.5 kg of Battle Axe pottery, 425 g of knapped quartz and flint, and

60 g of burned bones were found, as well as two fragments of a flint axe, a

scraper and a couple of other tools (Hallgren 2000, unpubl. ). This may not seem

like a lot, and indeed one often encounters arguments against this being a regular

settlement on account of the small quantity. It is therefore interesting to compare
the Fågelbacken house with the Late Neolithic houses found at Fosie IV. In their

publication of houses dated to the Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age at Fosie,
Björhem and Säfvestad present a very clear overview of the structures, features,
finds and "C-dates. The quantity of finds varies among the houses, but it is clear
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Fig. l. BattfeAve house from Få gelbacf en, Hubbo Pa& ish, Vä stmanla»d. The central area of the house,
where one n&i ght expect to find roof-bearing posts, u as partially disturbed by lron Age hearths. The

table lists artefb&cts foundin connection to the house. Three etta&nples of the potte&y a&e also showa.
(Affer Hallgren 2000)

that very few contain more than Fågelbacken and most contain far less (fig. 2).
In general less than 200 g of pottery, sometimes less than 100 g, have been found
in the houses, and almost all the sherds are undecorated and nondescript in

appearance. Knapped flint varies from less than 100 g to 2 kg. As for osteological
material, it is virtually absent, and neither is there any quantity of daub to speak
of. A few tools of mainly general Neolithic —Bronze Age manufacture make up
the rest of the finds (Björhem & Säfvestad 1989).

A couple of houses (nos. 11 and 92) have somewhat larger quantities of finds,
though only house 92 has any quantity of pottery to speak of (approx. 4.3 kg).
What sets these two houses apart is that they had pits dug inside the house where
the majority of the material remains were found (Björhem k. Säfvestad 1989:32ff,
52ff). More than 90% of the Late Neolithic material from Fosie consists of stone

Cu»en& Swedist& A&chaeotog&:, Vol. ts-t6, 2007/2008
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Fig. 2. Thiree ofthe Late Neoli tl&i c l&touses excavated at Fosi e IV Mnln&ö, Sca»i a. Tlie tables list the a& tecknet»

found in connection to tlre i esse&ective l&oiises. Houses 12 nnd 13 &vere "C-du&ed bv clnii coal found in

1&ostl&oles. (3ji e& Bjö
&.l&e&r& dé Snlvestnd 1989)

tools and refuse from flint knapping. The pottery is scarce and undecorated. Fosie
was mainly excavated by machine, and only visible features and dark cultural

layers were dug by hand, which of course means that a comparison with Fågel-
backen is not completely justified. However, most of the finds from Fågelbacken
came from below the plough layer in what will be shown to be a sunken part of
the house. The most important point, however, is that no archaeologist has ever
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questioned whether the Fosie buildings were used as living quarters —despite the

meagre remains of everyday life.

TRACES OF PAST LIVES
The ftnds from many of the Bronze and Iron Age houses are no more impressive,

and this is a pattern that emerges at many settlement sites of the Bronze and Iron

Ages excavated in the last decades.

"[T]he distribution of occupation layers was very patchy; where they survived

they were very thin and had few ftnds. Only a few traces of settlement were

found.
"

(Tesch 1993:83)
A quick perusal of reports from even some of the more well-known sites makes

clear the fact that if any quantities of finds are collected, they do not come from

the houses but from hearths and refuse pits. The Bronze Age settlement of Vistad,

Östergötland, where three small houses and part of two more were found in an

area of 1950 m-', had a total amount of 186 datable sherds of pottery weighing no

more than 2.3 kg (Larsson 1993:56).Whether Vistad should be interpreted as a

settlement or a ritual area has been debated, but this is due to the unique house

structure and the presence of a palisade, not to the scarcity of pottery.
At the large excavated site of Vrå/Knivsta in eastern Central Sweden, with

remains from the Middle Neolithic to the Early Iron Age, almost all the pottery
was found in patches of darker cultural layers, hearths and heaps of fire-cracked
stones. An abundance of postholes were found, many of which belonged to
identifiable houses. However, in these features only 0.2% of the pottery was found
—some 100 g (Eriksson 1997:124). It is a telling point that 42.000 m-'with at

least 19 houses, and settlements ranging from the Late Neolithic to the Roman
Iron Age, yielded no more than 51 kg of pottery. Even more striking is when one

considers that over half of the pottery came from a small part of the site, and

dates mainly to the Late Bronze Age. This is a general rule that archaeologists
have remarked upon: the Late Bronze Age settlements usually yield far more

material remains than both the Early Bronze Age and the Iron Age (Aspeborg
1997; Larsson 1997: 22f).

We cannot stipulate an arbitrary quantity of pottery that must be found in

order to interpret a site as a settlement. The presence of various materials is heavily

dependent on cultural factors of production, use and depositing that change over

time, as well as taphonomic processes and excavation methods.
It is only logical that extremely little of the material remains of a settlement

should end up in postholes and be preserved until modern times. If we remove
the upper layer of soil that contains the remains strewn about the habitation site

without even examining it, we depend completely on whether the people who

lived at this locality dug deep pits and deposited large quantities of artefacts. And

preferably these would be artefacts that could stand a chance of surviving
thousands of years of taphonomic processes, such as stone and pottery, rather
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than wicker baskets, leather, textiles, and tools of wood and bone. This seems to
have been a practice at Late Bronze Age settlements (Borna-Ahlkvist et ctl. 1998;
Jaanusson 1981; Ullén 2003). However, even here the pottery is not evenly
distributed in the features, or over the whole area. Of the 128 kg of pottery retrieved
at Pryssgården, almost 60% came from pits and 20% from hearths and cooking
pits; only 5% came from the postholes. The ftgures make it plain that the pottery
was strongly tied to the areas with cooking pits, whereas areas with houses but
no cooling pits were practically empty of pottery remains (Borna-Ahlkvist,
Lindgren-Hertz, & Stålbom 1998: f1gs. 85, 88).

Depositing material in this fashion is not a universal human trait; rather, it is a

cultural one —and the evidence from other periods' settlements makes this clear
(Aspeborg 1997; Larsson 1997). Personally 1 cannot think of a reason for any
society to feel compelled by nature to dig deep pits and deposit pots and stone
tools in them, rather than storing the objects in an attic, on raised platforms, or in

wooden chests, to name a few alternatives. Nor is pottery the preferred form of
storage in every culture that practices the craft there are several viable options.
We must be careful not to elevate cultural practice to universal models of be-
haviour. Rather, the varying forms of spatial organisation that become apparent
when we study settlements from different periods constitute a very revealing
window to past social structure. While I believe all archaeologists would agree on
this in theoty, the excavation methods that are often standard today seem to depend
to a very large degree on the premise that prehistoric people should dig pits and

deposit non-organic materials in them. This means that some periods are given
an advantage, and others are being continually disadvantaged.

SUNDEN-FLOOR HOUSES
As I mentioned above, the material retrieved from the house at Fågelbacken was
not evenly distributed within the structure. As can be seen from the distribution
of pottery and burned bones, they are obviously concentrated to the southern

part of the house (ftg. 3). If one
compares the distribution of all the

knapped quartz to that found
beneath the plough layer, it is clear
that this is also concentrated to the
southern half (frg. 4). As well as a

Fig. 3. Tlre Battle A se bouse at Fdgelbacl'err
rvitlr tlredistribution ofdiffet entfirrdsslrossing:

A: Pottet ru B: Bur trt bones'. An area of'160 me

roas lrarrd drtg irr a 1 m gtid, evteneling beyom1

tlre bortse. Tlre r s:ester ur concentr atio» of potten:
is nrostlr: dtte to a potten: depositltntbbisb pit

'

m outside tlre pr esttnred rr:all. (After llallgr'en

2000)
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Fig. 4. The Battle Axe house at Fågelbacken-
the tlist&ibution of I napped quart:. A: All the

quart: & et&ieued h& tl&e hand-dug area; B: The

quarte found below the plough layer. The clistri-

bution offindsin figs. 3 and 3bis a strong argu-

ment that the house had a sunl-en floo&. in the
southe&. n half, »:hich helped p& ese& ue the arte-

factsfiom the ploughing, (Afte& Hallg&e» 2000)

spatial organisation of the living

space, the excavators interpreted this

as evidence of a sunken floor in this

part of the house, which led to the

material remains being better pre-
served here (Hallgren 2000: 19ffl.

This specific construction —a two-

aisled house with a sunken floor in

one half occurs in contexts dated to both the Middle Neolithic B and the Late

Neolithic. The first BAC house identified in Sweden, at Kabusa in Scania, probably
had this construction: a dark trapezoid feature approximately 13.5 x 5-7 m oriented

SW-NE, with several postholes surrounding it (fig. 5). The edges of this shallow

feature were at times difficult to ascertain in the sandy soil. It may be the partially

destroyed remains of a sunken floor, or possibly the feature represents most of
the original floor with a sunken part in the west (Larsson 1989).

Most of the material at the site was found

in a few pits and features close to the house.

The stone material consists of two thick-

butted hollow-edged flint axes, several round

scrapers, and a number of flakes from the

last stages of the production of thick-butted

axes. The pottery sherds were generally

small, though a few rim sherds from larger
vessels were also found. They were de-

corated with tooth stamp, whipped cord, nail

impressions and lines, in patterns consistent
with late Battle Axe pottery (such as types J,

Fig. 5. Tl&el&ousefl&on& Kabusa, St KöpingePa&ish, Scania,
"C-dated to tl&e second half of the Middlehleolithic B. The

largefeatu& e marked by d& a&an li nes u as visi bie as a da& k

grey-b&o~~n colou& ation, reith traces of soot ca&d some
chatneds&ones. The feature u:as no mo&.e than 6 cm deep
and the&e roas notable e&osion at the site. It &night l&aue

been all tl&at u as lefl ofa s&ml en floo&: (Afte& L. La&sson

l989: f&g. 4)
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Fig. 6. Sunl en-floor /&anses fi om no& the&n&

Jutta&vl, Denma&l. . Thesunl-en floo& isin
the easte&n& pa& t ojthe houses. A. House D
at M&rlroj, Vestl&i&nme&dand. B: Bejse-
bal-l. en, AalborgAmt. Both are fi om settle-

ments dated to the earl&: Late Neoli thi c bv

"C-ana lusis a ndlo& a rtefacts. (After A & tu& s-

son 2005. 38)

K and M). The vessel shapes are

also consistent with BAC pottery.
Three "C-analyses made on

hazelnuts and charcoal date the

settlement to c. 2600 2300 BC
(Larsson 1989).

There have been several finds

of houses of this type in Jutland, for example at Myrhej, Egehej, Bejsebakken
and Hemmed (Artursson 2005: 33ff). The "C-dates and artefacts place them in

the transition between the Middle Neolithic B and the Late Neolithic (fig. 6).
Similar houses have also been found at Svågertorp (Scania) and possibly at Gröndal

(Uppland). At Svågertorp 8A about 260 g of pottery were retrieved, mainly from
the sunken part, and about 50 g of burned bones (fig. 7). The pottery was of a
general type, but seven sherds were determined as Late Neolithic/Early Bronze
Age. A &'C-dated wheat grain gave the result 2030 —1780 BC (Rosberg & Lindhé
2001). At Gröndal several finds from the Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age were
recovered; and in the house with the sunken floor (house A) about 1.5 kg of
pottery and about 3.5 kg of knapped stone, rnainly quartz (fig. 8), were found. A
hearth inside the house was dated to the LN/EBA (Hamilton & Runeson 2003).

It seems clear that this type of house originated in the Middle Neolithic B and

continued through the Late Neolithic. The important issue of settlement continuity
will be discussed further on.

A HOUSE IS A HOUSE IS A HOUSE. . .
As has been stated, houses convincingly identified as belonging to the BAC are

few, but this period is hardly alone with that problem. The abundance of Late
Neolithic houses found in Scania often blinds us to the fact that north of this area

they are extremely scarce. Apart from a few found at Linköping (Biwall et t&l.

1997), the house at Gröndal is quite unique. At Annelund, Uppland, house II was

originally interpreted as a two-aisled LN house, but it was later reinterpreted as a
three-aisled house (Hamilton & Runeson 2003:135). In addition, the "C-dates
from material found at this house range from the Late Neolithic to the Early Iron

Age, which highlights the difficulties in dating charcoal and cereal grains from
sites with settlements from many different periods (Biwall et al. 1997:289).

Curren& Sn:edish A&.chaeotogu, Vol. i5-16, 2007/200g
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Fig. 7. Late Neo/it/zic honsefoand at Svage& to&p 8A, Ma/nzö, Scania. Tlze featzne in the eas&e& n ha/f of the

hoz&se consisted of g&evbro» n sa&zdv c/av»ith a depth ofö-22 cnz. It contained bzn&zt and &0&l»n&zt flint,

potte&v, a&zd a fe&e ot/ er a& tefacts listedin the table. Al&nost a//fina/sin the hot&se carnefi on& tl&e colon&ed

fea»ne, zzhiclz was hand dag a&zdi&zte&p&eted as a sunl en floo&: (Afte&. Rosberg dé Lind/zé 200/: fig. /0)

lndeed, this is a constant problem with most two-aisled houses, since typolo-

gically speaking they may derive from at least the Early Neolithic to the Early
Bronze Age —a period of 2500 years. In some cases construction details may
narrow down the period, but in most cases the houses are simply of too general a

construction or too poorly preserved. In those instances we have to rely on "C-
dates and the material remains found inside or close to the house.

lt presents a major problem when we find such a house but not enough artefacts
to make a credible inference about the period. At Vrå/Knivsta, pottery from both

the BAC and the Late Neolithic was found (Eriksson 1997). A pair of two-aisled

houses were also identified, one with a clay floor in the northern part (Göthberg
et al. 1997:62, 65) (fig. 9). However, no finds of any consequence were made

inside the houses, nor were they dated. It is probctble that they were constructed

during the Neolithic, though whether one, or both, or none of the houses can be
associated with the BAC pottery or the LN pottery at the site, is impossible to

ascertain.

C&n»en& S&zedish Archaeologz:, Vo/ /5-/6, 2007/200å
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Fig. 8. Late Neolithic ho»se et&ca vated at Gröndal, L»nda Pa&isl&, UPPland. The floor &vas still »isi bie as

a coloa& ation, anda hearth wi tå soot and cha& red stones &vas also foa»d. The hearth &vas '"C-dated to the

Late Neolithic/Earfv Bron-e Age, but a grain ofwheat (Triticum sp ) foa»di n a s&nall cool&i ng Pi& close to

the hearth was dated to the Ea& fv Bronee Age. The s»ggested raid section is shown &vi tå a å&ol&cn line.

(Afte& Han&ifton &I& Rtn&esson 2003: fig. 67c)

At Glasrutan 2 (Ullevi, Linköping), close to a previously excavated BAC double

burial (Lindahl & Gejvall 1955), a cultural layer that contained Neolithic artefacts

and one BAC pottery sherd was found overlaying a small two-aisled house. The

house was "C-dated to the end of the Middle Neolithic B. Two more houses of a

similar construction were found close by, but neither contained a notable amount

of finds, or any organic material that could be dated (Biwall et al. 1997:288, fig.

7:27). Again we are faced with possible BAC houses or Late Neolithic houses-
but with no way of making sure.

The difficulty of dating houses convincingly when we have little or no material

from them can be exemplified by the 1998 excavation of SU 21, Dagstorp Parish,

Scania, which I myself took part in. The site at SU 21 contained remains primarily

from the Neolithic and Late Iron Age, but also the Late Bronze AgefEarly lron

Age (Artursson et al. 2003; Lagergren-Olsson & Linderoth 2000). In the eastern

part of the site four two-aisled houses, 13-15 m long and 6-7 m wide, were

identified, mainly in a W-E or NW-SE orientation and with similar construction

details (fig. 10). The houses themselves contained very little material, apart from

a few sherds of undecorated pottery and knapped flint. At one house (71) three

C&n& en& S&ve&list& A&'chaeotog&; I~ot. is-l 6, 2007/2008
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Fig. 9. Tivo-aisled l&ouses found at V&å, Kni v-

sta Pa&.islz, Uppta&zd. House I9 liad a flooi
laye& ofclav in the noi il&e&ni Iialf, a»d house
I3 had a cool i»g pi t close to tlze centre. The
site had remai i is fi om the late Middle Neolithi c
to tlze Early lron Age, but no artefacts &vere

recove& ed fi om these houses, no&- any dated
mate&ial. (Aftei Göthbe&g et al. 2002. figs.
52, 56)

sherds of MN A-pottery were
identified. At the site were also
found three shallow and irregular
cultural layers that contained large
quantities of richly decorated MN

A-pottery, knapped flint and flint tools. As can be seen in figure 10, three of the
houses were found in connection to these layers, which led the excavators to
interpret them as contemporaneous. Unfortunately no dates can verify this, since
resin from house 71 was dated to 4590 4360 BC, charcoal from house 72 was
dated to 7250 6770 BC, and no dates at all were obtained from house 74
(Artursson et al. 2003: 93, 95).

No cultural layer was found at house 70, but altogether about 120 g of un-
decorated pottery, 350 g of knapped flint, 5 g of burned bone, and a few flint
tools of general Neolithic types were found inside the house, as well as postholes
(Artursson et al. 2003: 89ffl. However, one sherd was considered by the excavators

Fi g. IO. E&agsto&p (SU2 I), Scania —eas&ei » half of tlze site. The featin es and l&ouses slzozv&z are tl ose that
lzave bee&z interpreted as IVeolitl&ic by the e&rea va ta& s. Fou&. ris oais led lzouses, one h&it, and th& ee coloz&i ed
ciiltm al layei s &vi tlz fliizt and potters: belongii&g to tlze TRI3ofthe Mi ddle Neoli tlzi c A. O&zly hot&se 70 had "C-
dates tlzat indicated the Neolithi c—Eai Iv Neoli tlzic and Middle Neoli thi c 8 respecti vely The "Cdates fi oni
lzouses 7I and 72 indicate the Mesolithic; house 74 &vas not "C-dated. (Afier Lagergren-Olsso&z dé

Li&zderotlz 2000: fig. 4; Artursson et al. 2003: fig. 24)
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to resemble BAC pottery ware, which is often thinner and has little or no visible

temper. It is therefore interesting that a hazelnut found in one of the roof-bearing

postholes was "C-dated to 2570—2320 BC. To complicate matters, a hazelnut

shell found in one of the postholes from the wall was dated to the Early Neolithic

(ibid: 91). Since house 70 was the best preserved of the houses, the excavators

were inclined to believe the MN B dating more than the Early Neolithic, especially

when combined with the possible BAC pottery sherd. However, the material was

not deemed conclusive enough for such an interpretation.

The excavators are faced with several problems when interpreting the settlement

remains at Dagstorp SU 21, and their conclusions are by no means beyond

challenge, which they themselves are aware of. They solve this by full disclosure

of the finds and features as well as all the dates —even those thai do not cotlfinn

theiT interpretation —explaining on what grounds they draw their conclusions.

By doing so, they are helping other archaeologists to follow their reasoning and

form their own opinions, leaving the door open for future confirmation or reinter-

pretation in the light of new finds.
The TRB culture of the Middle Neolithic A apparently had a cultural practice

which resulted in the formation of cultural layers with plenty of richly decorated

vessels, flint tools and flint flakes. They are therefore fairly easy to discover and

excavate, something which present-day archaeologists certainly appreciate. Apart

from the Dagstorp site, similar features have been found at Svågertorp 8A and

Elinelund 2B, for example. What is interesting about these two sites is that they

also contained remains from the Middle Neolithic B and Late Neolithic. At

Svågertorp the longhouse mentioned above was found (fig. 7), and a "C-analysis

and a few sherds of LN pottery dated it to the Late Neolithic (Rosberg & Lindhé

2001: 26ff). However, the Tichest remains from the site date to the MN A and

were found in a small cultural layer close to the house (ibid: 31ff) —compare this

to Dagstorp above. If the seven sherds of LN pottery had not been preserved and

the house not dated, this could easily have led to it being interpreted as a TRB-
house based on the finds from the layer.

Elinelund 2B contained a very rich MN A cultural layer, and the creation of it

is probably connected to what was interpreted as a small cult house, where parts

of a human skull were also found (Sarnäs k, Nord Paulsson 2001:104ff). Close

by were three houses that were partially overlapping —one dated to the MN B,
two to the Late Neolithic (fig. 11). However, there were no notable finds from

either of these periods: the MN B house contained 26 g of undecorated pottery

and 24 flint flakes, and the two LN houses contained a little more flint but even

less pottery (ibid: 126'. Again, this highlights the danger in dating a house

solely on the finds found in features outside it. This is especially true if one

automatically chooses the features with the largest quantity of finds, since varying

habits in different periods resulted in remains that may be more resilient to

taphonomic processes —such as depositing large quantities of pottery, as was

common in both the Middle Neolithic TRB and Pitted Ware culture. In contrast, it
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was not a common habit in the Late Neolithic or Early Bronze Age, and obviously
not in the Battle Axe culture. Yet we seem to have no problem assuming there
were Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age settlements, even when houses are
virtually empty, or indeed absent. We must seriously ask ourselves why we demand
a greater amount of material evidence from the Battle Axe culture than from lctlet.

periods.

PATTERNS AND EXCEPTIONS IN CORDED WARE CULTURE SETTLEMENTS
While local context is always important, it should not be forgotten that similar
material culture and burial customs as those found in Sweden during the Middle
Neolithic B, exist over a large area of the European continent. I would therefore
like to widen our perspective to Europe, since the Swedish Battle Axe culture is
but a local version of the greater Corded Ware culture complex, present in most
of Northern and Eastern Europe at this time. I have two reasons for this. The first
is to emphasise the fact that to view the BAC as simply a form of burial custom
would imply that most of Northern Europe is little more than a huge cemetery at
this time, devoid of human settlement. The fact is, and this is my second point,
the Corded Ware culture (CWC) is quite infamous for its lack of clear and manifest
settlements in most regions (Bened 1997; Ebbesen 2006:147; Kempisty 1978:35ff;
Milisauskas 2002:255ff; Turek 1997).

Fig. I I. Tlriree tii o aislecl Iro«ses fou»d at Eli neluml28, Malmö, Scania. Tlrei aiepartlr or ei lapping eaclr
otliei; aml tlre dates iange fionr tlre Middle Neolithic 8 to tlre Late Neolitlric. There veas also a Jence
stnrctur c dated to tlre Late iveolitlric. (After Sanräs dé Noril Paulssoir 200I: fig. I2I)
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There are, of course, some sites that have been interpreted as settlements, but

most of them lack definable house structures. This absence is all the more apparent

since the culture that most commonly precedes the CWC —the late TRB is

noted for its large settlement conglomerations (Milisauskas 2002:216ff; Muller

2003; Sherratt 1994:189, 192). All over the northern European continent, the

CWC seems to practice an alternative form of settlement: mostly single houses
on light soils on ridges, sometimes close to rivers and other bodies of water,

though not immediately by the shore (Damm 1991:83; Edgren & Törnblom
1998:87; Hogestijn 1992; Kriiska 2000; Sartes 1994; Turek 1997:236;Wlodarczac
2000:503).

There are exceptions to these elusive settlements that reveal some important
archaeological lessons. Two areas have an abundance of rich settlement sites:
Switzerland and Finland. The former has such sites because houses here were
built on poles in lakes, where the water has preserved the structures to such a

degree that they can be dated by dendrochronology (Wolf 1997). Finland is the

most interesting exception, though, since there are several sites with large
quantities of CWC pottery, in contrast to circumstances in other regions (Kritz
1989; Nielsen 1997). The sites are situated on slopes where sandy soil changed
into clay soil, and close to running water but somewhat removed from the

contemporary coastline —very much like the latter part of MN B in Sweden (Edgren
1970; Siiriäinen 1981:24).

So why are they so rich in finds when most other CWC settlements are not?
The answer lies not in what the people of the Finnish Corded Ware culture did,

but rather in what srtcceeding groups did. At the start of the Late Neolithic, these

types of localities were abandoned, as the Kiukais settlements in SW Finland

were again concentrated to the coast (Edgren & Törnblom 1998; Sartes 1994;
Siiriäinen 1981:25).Most CWC sites were discovered thanks to the fact that they

were used for cultivation in historical times. While CWC sites are often found on

top of older settlements, there are generally no remains from later periods until

the Late Bronze Age/Iron Age —if any re-settlement took place at all (Edgren
1970; Edgren & Törnblom 1998:87; Purhonen &. Ruonavaara 1994). In other

words, the material was not immediately subjected to centuries of continued

settlement, rebuilding and destruction.

SETTLEMENT CONTINUITY AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
This break in settlements is not the case in most of the other parts of the CWC
area. Both in Sweden and many other countries, there is a notable continuity
between especially the later CWC settlement sites and the Late Neolithic and

Bronze Age; late types of CWC artefacts are often found at settlements from
these younger periods. The material remains are not of a great quantity to begin
with, and have then been additionally fragmented and destroyed by the continued

settlements. Compared to Finland, there was less of a buffer period in which the

remains could be covered up by natural processes. There are even some examples
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of LN houses that have probably been rebuilt on top of BAC houses in Sweden.
One such house was excavated at Paragrafen (Stång), Linköping. Here a two-

aisled longhouse, 17 x 7 m, was found and "C-dated to c. 2130—1890 BC.
However, an older line of wall posts could be seen, and several BAC finds were
made close to this site (Biwall et al. 1997:fig. 7:30). It is suggested that an older
BAC house could have been rebuilt in the LN (ibid: 290f). A more obvious example
was excavated at Dagstorp 11 (SU 17), Scania, only 2 km from the above-
mentioned SU 21. At this site ten burials were found forming a line cemetery,
nine of them belonging to the BAC and one to the LN (Andersson 2004:122ff).
Some 25 m east of these graves a house was found, or rather two practically
identical houses oriented NNW-SSE and superimposed on each other, but one
was shifted 2 m to the north (fig. 12). Each house also seems to have been rebuilt
at least once, bringing this to four phases of settlement (Artursson 2005:19;
Artursson et al. 2003:84ff).

About 120 m north of the houses, a flint knapping site for the manufacture of
thick-butted axes of the type used in the Middle Neolithic B was found (Andersson
2004:121). However, inside the house very little material was retrieved: 786 g of
flint, 61 g of pottery (mainly undecorated), two round scrapers, a pair of flint
cores, and two fragments of polished axes, of which one came from a hollow-

edged axe. In a cultural layer connected to the houses were remains from the
TRB, the BAC and the LN. Radiocarbon
analyses of charcoal from two of the

postholes yielded dates to 3020—2700
BC and 2280—1980 BC respectively
(Andersson 2004:119; Artursson et al.
2003:87). Taking into consideration the

graves, the artefacts and the "C-dates,
I would say that at least one and pro-
bably more of the phases of the house
belong to the BAC, and the last to the
LN. This is not to say that there has been
an uninterrupted settlement at this site.
It is more likely that the social unit living
here (i.e., an extended family) moved
to alternate locations after a few

Fig l2. Overlapping houses found at Dagstorp ll
(Dösj eb&o SU l7), Scania. At least tsvo identical
houses, but one shifted 2 m north&vest. The postholes
i ndicate that each house might also have been & ebui l&.

"C-dated to the early Middle Neolithic B and the

Late Neolithic. Only 25 m &vest of the house a li ne

cemete&y &vas found, consisting of»ine Battle Atte

bu&ials and one Late Neolithic bu&ial. (Afte&

Art&n sson et al. 2003& fig. 20)
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generations when the fields had to lie fallow and the grazing needed to be renewed,
only to return and rebuild a few generations further on. The posts could have
been left standing to mark the location, both to help the rebuilding and to mark
the territory as spoken for. The burials were also potential territory markers for a
kinship group.

What helps in the interpretation of this site are the many burials close to it,
graves that have no skeletal remains left, but burial gifts that belong to the BAC
and t4C-dates to the MN B. In this instance the burials were visible through
colourations and occasional stone packings, but there are many instances where
the inhumation graves of the BAC are far more difficult to discern, and are recorded
only through a favourable combination of luck and skill (e.g. , Åstrand 2004).

SOME EMERGING PATTERNS OF SPATIAL ORGANISATION IN THE
NEO LITHIC
Keeping Dagstorp 1 1 in mind, it is interesting to consider the settlement remains
at Elinelund 2A (not to be confused with 2B discussed above). At this site two
longhouses were found and "C-dated to the MN B/LN transition, as well as
another two-aisled house that has not been dated. There were also 2-3 phases of
dug wells close by, in which were found remains from these periods. Organic
material from the bottom of one of the wells was "C-dated to the MN B (Sarnäs
A Nord Paulsson 2001). While there are always difficulties knowing what exactly
is dated in a well, this date is consistent with artefacts and material found at the
site. As with Dagstorp 11 and Elinelund 2B, we have here another example of
settlement continuity from the MN B into the LN. What is more, about 50 m

south of the houses a small flint knapping site for the production of four-sided
axes was found. The pattern of flint knapping sites somewhat removed from the
immediate vicinity of the house, is repeated.

Of course, in eastern central Sweden the flint axes would be imported and not
manufactured locally —here we would have to look for knapping sites for quartz
and greenstone. In fact there is increasing evidence, in my opinion, that in the
Middle Neolithic stone knapping —whether it was of flint, greenstone, or quartz

was often practiced at a distance from the main living quarters. The specialized
flint-knapping sites of Hagestad 44, the evidence of ritualised flint axe manufacture
at BAC palisades and at Kverrestad, and small, isolated, quartz knapping sites in

central Sweden suggest this (Andersson 2004; Brink 2004; Holm 2004, Larsson
2000; Strömberg 1988). Settlement sites in Finland are also as notable for their
poor quantities of knapped stone as their large quantities of pottery (Edgren k.
Törnblom 1998:88).

I think it is important to note that large quantities of knapped greenstone or
quartz are not even common at the Pitted Ware sites (Sittesta at Södertörn being
one of the few exceptions), which are easier to discover thanks to their often
substantial quantities of pottery. Nor are huts and houses always identified at
these sites. Leaving aside the debate on whether these sites were true settlements,
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and only pointing out that house structures have been found (e.g. , Artursson

1996), it is noteworthy that if the Pitted Ware people had manufactured and

deposited vessels in the same manner as the Late Neolithic or early Bronze Age

people, their sites would be no more obvious than these. Yet again we are faced

with the problem of cultural practice and spatial organisation, not to mention the

fact that many tools were probably made of organic material rather than stone.

For all we know there could have been intensive manufacturing sites for bone

tools at these settlements.

BATTLE AXE POTTERY AT SETTLEMENTS
In light of the above, it is clear that pottery is often our main criterion for ascribing

a settlement to a specific Neolithic culture, since stone craft traditions are often

continued over several periods, with the exception of certain prestige items such

as flint daggers. For example, it is not always possible to ascertain whether flint

refuse comes from the production of a thick-butted axe from the TRB, the BAC
or even the LN; and pressure flake arrows were produced both in the LN and the

early Bronze Age. But pottery is not always easily ascribed to a certain cultural

tradition either, especially not heavily fragmented sherds from everyday vessels

where only the rim was decorated. As we have seen above, most houses only

yield a few nondescript and undecorated sherds of a general Neolithic type. BAC

pottery is considered to be easier to identify thanks to the small rounded shape,

grog-tempered ware and strict patterns. However, while pots of these types certainly

occur at BAC settlements (e.g. , Kabusa and Fågelbacken), there are other vessels

belonging to this craft tradition that are not as characteristic, and this needs to be

recognized.
Malmer sorted the BAC pottery mainly on the basis of their general decoration,

not the shape of the vessel (Malmer 2002). This means that within each type

there may be found both small, globular vessels as well as larger types. In figure

13 are shown the larger type vessels belonging to the BAC. The A- and E-type are

decorated only at the rim, while the rest of the vessel is undecorated. They are

also often tempered with crushed stone, solely or in addition to grog, which

means their ware may not look

significantly different from other

Neolithic household pots. The J-
vessels are occasionally more richly

Fig. l3. Latge vessels fi om the Middle Neolititic

8 and Late Neolithic. l: TypeA (BAC) —cot d
decorated; 2: Tispe E (BAC) —dotted moulding;

3. Type J(BAC) —comb, cord and7or ualtipped

cord; 4. Tspe C (Late Neolithic) —cord
decot ated; 5; l.ate Neoli tltic vessel —uelti pped
cot d. Not to scale. (Malmer l962; Sttömbet g
l 975: fig. 27)
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decorated, with tooth stamp and whipped cord, but this is used on LN vessels as
well (e.g. , Strömberg 1975).

Many early BAC vessels are decorated with cord, which is also commonly
used on Early Neolithic TRB pottery, and early BAC sites are often found at the

same locations as the early TRB settlements (Malmer 1962). Sorting out which of
the heavily fragmented cord-decorated sherds belong to which period can be a

problem, especially in those cases where a lack of visible temper cannot always
be used as a criterion to identify BAC pottery. It takes concentrated effort and

knowledge of the material, not to mention time and money —often more difficult
to come by —to sort out different phases at sites with mixed settlements. Archae-

ologists in the field need to recognize that Battle Axe pottery includes more types
than small, fine-walled bowls.

PROBLEMS AND POSSIBILITIES WITH THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD
METHOD

[D]espite numerous investigations of house layouts, there is a pronounced
deficiency in smaller scale data concerning household relations in and around

the long houses. The present day methods of excavating house structures usually
means that systematic recovery of artefacts and their provenience are not given

priority, whether because of resources, goals or an assumption that contexts
will be disturbed and distorted. The house is a fundamental social arena(. . .)
Investigation of this primary arena of the domestic sphere poses a challenge
to the archaeology that investigates house structures in the field. . . (Prescott
2005 : 134)

Summing up, there are a number of houses that can be dated to the Middle
Neolithic B, and some of these also have BAC material. If the BAC was only a
burial custom, how do we explain these houses? If one would like to argue that

they are still too few, or have too few finds to be interpreted as proper households,
then this argument must be extended to include houses from the Late Neolithic
and Bronze Age. The number of houses belonging to the MN B and LN north of
Scania is about equal, and the quantity of material found in these houses, both in

South Sweden and Central Sweden, do not differ to any notable degree.
A cultural practice of restricted ceramic production and deposits at settlements,

and stone manufacturing areas placed at a distance from the house, increases the

difficulties for archaeologists to find and identify BAC settlements. If these sites
had been abandoned for several centuries after the Middle Neolithic B, as is the

case in Finland, there would have been time for nature to create at least some
protective covering before re-settling. However, if people and animals keep living

at the same spot, the old remains will be heavily fragmented and cleared away,
and the "C-dates we obtain from a house will most often reflect the latest phase
of occupation. Taphonomy teaches us that the remains we retrieve are dependent
on many factors, and in unfortunate cases cultural practice and succeeding human
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activities at a site can combine to make a period very difficult to study archae-

ologically. In those cases the choice of field method is exceptionally important.

BAC settlements are not in any way impossible to find, as the examples given

above hopefully show. However, in order to deepen our understanding of settlement

strategies and spatial organisation during all of prehistory and not just the Middle

Neolithic B, we need to implement a flexible and reflective field method. We
cannot rely solely on the finds preserved in pits and postholes, but must combine
the use of the excavator machines with test pits and hand-dug areas when they
are called for. Otherwise we will keep finding houses of which no more can be
said than that they were probably built and occupied during some broadly defined
era. Material remains retrieved from the soil above the features, whether this is

forest or field, must be compared to the structures found below.
There has been some debate in the archaeological community about the

usefulness of artefacts retrieved from the topsoil, especially in cultivated fields.
Since the ploughing has destroyed any possible vertical stratigraphy, and possibly
also moved the material horizontally, it has been argued that it is a waste of time

and money to include it in the excavation. The discovery of the previously missed
house structures meant that there was an understandable priority among archae-

ologists in the 1980s and '90s to concentrate on finding these, with the help of
large-scale surveys by machines. However, several archaeologists in Europe and

USA have tried to seriously test the extent to which settlement material is trans-

ported during ploughing, and also what sort of information might still be found
in the topsoil as compared to the features found below. Many of these texts are

extensively presented in a report by Arne Sjöström and Henrik Pihl (Sjöström &
Pihl 1993). There are several important points to be made from the studies:

1. Most settlement activities take place on the surface, and very few actually
result in features dug into the ground. Only rarely do prehistoric settlements

create thick, coloured, cultural layers (Haselgrove et al. 1985).

2. Large objects will often be cleared away and deposited in rubbish pits, whereas
smaller objects may remain more in öitu. The latter are extremely difficult to
find by any other means than digging test pits and sifting the soil (Tingle
1987).

3. While ploughing is destructive, it does not generally move artefacts horizontally

to such a degree that the result is useless to archaeologists. The precise position
of a single object cannot be trusted, but the general patteim mav still be valid.

However, no effort need be spent on the vertical stratigraphy in the plough
zone (Ammerman 1985; Gren 1986; Odell and Cowan 1987).

4. Material remains and patterns should be studied in relation to features and

structures, and vice versa, in order to achieve a better understanding of a

prehistoric site (Apel et al. 1995; Larsson 1997; Lekberg unpubl. ; Sjöström &
Pihl 1993:13ff).

5. Stone Age sites are often only visible in the material remains found in the
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topsoil, with few clear features and structures below. They are therefore
disadvantaged by excavation methods that do not take this material into
consideration (Björhem & Safvestad 1993; Holm and Rieck 1992; Jacobsen
1984; Thrane 1978).

One important note is that, even in cases where material has been collected in the
topsoil, it has seldom been registered and analysed systematically (Larsson
1997:23; Sjöström & Pihl 1993:2). The material has not been related to the
archaeological context, nor published in a manner useful to other archaeologists.
The reporting and publication of an excavation is just as important as the method
employed. What we may find in the plough layer will be fragmented and mostly
unimpressive in itself, because it is mainly the remains of everyday life. However,
when treated as a spatial pattern and compared to structures revealed after
removing the soil, it will have the potential to deepen our understanding of
prehistoric sites significantly (e.g. , Apel et al. 1995; Prescott 1995).

The small fragments of pottery, burnt bones and knapped quartz found at
Fagelbacken were perhaps not very informative in themselves. But when the
area was stripped by machine, they were found to be part of the floor of a house
whose dating to the Battle Axe culture could then be established (see figs. 3, 4).
A similar —but completely reversed result was found at the Mesolithic site at
Motala, where the distribution of artefacts and stone refuse marked the walls
outside the houses. In this case the living space was meticulously cleaned out.
Motala resulted not just in a settlement with dwellings, but also valuable insights
into cultural practice and spatial organisation (Andersson & Carlsson 2005).

It is because settlement remains are fragmented and unimpressive that we
need to employ methods of pit digging and water sifting of the topsoil —it is the
only way to retrieve the pottery fragments, stone refuse, and often minute oste-
ological material so that spatial analyses can be made of houses and sites. This is
not a method aimed at finding impressive artefacts for museum display, but rather
a method aimed at creating a deeper understanding of past lives. At sites with
many different periods present there are, of course, difficulties relating features
and finds to postholes and structures. Pit digging and water sifting will not mean
an end to all controversy. It will, however, create much needed added opportunities
to understand the complex events and activities taking place at a site.

This article started with a discussion on the diff1culty of finding houses before
the introduction of the excavator machine. The discussion highlights two important

points:
1. Field method is vital for the sort of material found and the theories constructed

about past societies. 2. Excavator machines are an incredibly valuable addition
to the archaeological field method. This text is in no way an attempt to remove
these machines from the excavations —quite the opposite. However, I hope that I
have been able to show that removing all the topsoil by machine without making
a methodical study of the material in it will seriously disadvantage certain time
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periods. It will also seriously restrict our knowledge of the spatial organisation of
all periods. There must be opportunity for a more flexible field method, where

test pits, hand-dug areas and water sifting are used in addition to stripping large

areas by machine. The latter method helps us f1nd houses and larger structures,

while the former will hopefully help us identify spatial patterns both on a small

scale and a large, as well as offer better opportunities to date the remains we are

investigating.
Finding a house should only be a starting point: Questions of internal and

external spatial organisation, regional differences and temporal changes, etc. must

be addressed. In order to provide these answers, we need to retrieve more material,

and our field methods are therefore of paramount importance. The field method

needs to be granted a more prominent place in the archaeological debate, because

the revelations made in the field will always guide and challenge the interpretations

made by researchers, just as theories may open new areas of discovery in the

field. We can simply ponder what our theories on prehistoric society would be

like today, if we had stopped excavating in 1979.
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